PHOTOSHOP CS6 ESSENTIALS

In this course, an Adobe Certified Instructor will guide you through the ground-breaking new design tools in Adobe Photoshop CS6. Besides the essential skills, you learn the blazingly fast retouching with the new Content-Aware features, a new Blur Gallery, an all-new lens-correction technique and many more enhanced features. This course is suitable for anyone who wish to buildup design skills to handle advertisement designs, image corrections, communication tools, marketing collaterals, websites etc.

Also Consider: InDesign CS6: Essentials, Illustrator CS6: Essentials & Photoshop CS6: Advanced

Essential Basics

- Tools Panel & Options Bar
- Saving a Customizing Workspace
- Undoing Actions in Photoshop
- Zooming & panning in an image
- Backup regularly with the new Auto-Save Feature
- Integrating the Background-Saving in Photoshop
- Resolution & Image Size

Adobe Bridge

- Introduction to Bridge Workspace
- Getting acquainted with the Panels
- Preview, Rate & Label Images
- Running Batch Commands to Process Images
- Organizing Files with Stacks
- Using The Mini Bridge

Selections and Transformation

- Making a Selection using the Marquee, Lasso, Magic Wand & Quick Selection Tools
- Work Smart with Auto-Select
- Apply Transformation to A Selection

Design with Text & Path

- Text Fundamentals
- Stunning Effects with Text Warp
- Creative Text Layout with Text on Paths
- Consistent Formatting with Character and Paragraph Styles

Designing with Layers

- Organize content with Layer Groups
- Highlighting layers with the new Layer Labels
- Apply Layer Styles to Layer Groups
- Search a Layer using Filter
- Create Multiple Layouts with Layer Comps
- Merge & Flatten Layers to Reduce Image File Size

Masking Techniques

- Work with the New Properties Panel
- Blend Images with Layer Masks
- Make an Advanced Selection with Quick Mask
- Apply Clipping Mask to Fill an Element with a Different Image
- Using Masks to Create Creative Composites

Tonal and Color Adjustments

- Remove Unwanted Color Cast
- Automatically adjust Tonal & Contrast Values
- Modify Hue & Saturation Selectively in an Image
- Repair the Over & Under Exposed Regions
- Create a High-Contrast Monochrome Image
- Apply nondestructive edits with Layer Adjustments

Also Consider: InDesign CS6: Essentials, Illustrator CS6: Essentials & Photoshop CS6: Advanced
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Effects and Enhancements
- Warping a Logo onto a Product’s Surface
- Apply Non-Destructive Effects with Smart Filters
- Create Artistic Effects and Textures with Filters
- Transform an Image Into a Realistic Oil Painting
- Create Photography Blur Effect with Field Blur
- Apply a Depth of Field Effect with Iris Blur
- Simulate a Tilt-Shift Lens Blur Effect

Retouching Portraits
- Crop an image in Perspective
- Crop and straighten an Image
- Automatic Align Multiple Images in a Document
- Blend 2 Images to Reveal a Perfect Portrait
- Fix Extreme Wide Angle Lens Issues
- Remove Red-Eye in a Photograph
- Modify a Model’s Pose with Puppet Warp
- Beautify a Model’s Contour & Hair with the Enhanced Liquify Filter
- Remove Blemishes & Wrinkles with Spot Healing, Healing & Patch Tools
- Blur and Smoothen Facial Imperfections
- Sharpen and Increase Focus in Fine Details

- Adjust a Portrait’s Saturation and Tone
- Using the Clone Stamp Panel
- Repair an Image with Control with Clone Stamp
- Recompose an Image in Perspective with Vanishing Point
- Quickly Stitch Photographs into a Panorama

Retouch with Content-Aware
- Use Content-Aware Fill to Magically Replace & Blend an Unwanted Element with the Surrounding.
- Use Content-Aware Scale to Resize an Image while Protecting the Important Elements.
- Use Content-Aware Patch to Repair an Area of an Image & Blend it with the Surrounding.
- Use Content-Aware Heal to Remove Defects with Precision & Blend with the Surrounding.
- Use Content-Aware Move to Reposition an Element &Intelligently Fixing the Missing Gap.
- Use Content-Aware Extend to Naturally Extend an Element.
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